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potential changes in ICN recruitment as a function of real-time fMRI neurofeedback (rt-fMRI-NFB)

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been associated with a disturbance in neural intrinsic
connectivity networks (ICN), including the central executive network (CEN), default mode network
(DMN), and salience network (SN). Here, we conducted a preliminary investigation examining
during symptom provocation where we targeted the downregulation of neural response within
the amygdala—a key region-of-interest in PTSD neuropathophysiology. Patients with PTSD
(n = 14) completed three sessions of rt-fMRI-NFB with the following conditions: (a) regulate:
decrease activation in the amygdala while processing personalized trauma words; (b) view: process
trauma words while not attempting to regulate the amygdala; and (c) neutral: process neutral
words. We found that recruitment of the left CEN increased over neurofeedback runs during the
regulate condition, a finding supported by increased dlPFC activation during the regulate as compared to the view condition. In contrast, DMN task-negative recruitment was stable during neurofeedback runs, albeit was the highest during view conditions and increased (normalized) during rest
periods. Critically, SN recruitment was high for both the regulate and the view conditions, a finding
potentially indicative of CEN modality switching, adaptive learning, and increasing threat/defense
processing in PTSD. In conclusion, this study provides provocative, preliminary evidence that
downregulation of the amygdala using rt-fMRI-NFB in PTSD is associated with dynamic changes
in ICN, an effect similar to those observed using EEG modalities of neurofeedback.
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1 | I N T RO D UC T I O N

The anterior insula of the SN is thought to mediate dynamic
switching between the CEN and the DMN, reflecting a change

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric illness estimated

between externally oriented attention and higher-order cognitive pro-

to occur in approximately 25% of individuals exposed to or witnessing

cessing

a traumatic event (Santiago et al., 2013). PTSD is characterized by a

(Menon & Uddin, 2010; Seeley et al., 2007; Sridharan et al., 2008).

constellation of symptoms including vivid re-experiencing of traumatic

Importantly, both the dynamic switching function of the anterior

events, avoidance, alterations in cognitions and mood, and hyperarou-

insula/SN (Daniels et al., 2010) and the functional connectivity of the

sal (APA, 2013) that together have been linked to a number of biologi-

anterior insula with the amygdala and other SN regions (Birn et al.,

cal changes, including alterations in large-scale intrinsic neural

2014; Cisler et al., 2013, 2014; Fonzo et al., 2013; Nicholson et al.,

networks (Akiki, Averill, & Abdallah, 2017; Krause, Ben, Mander, &

2016; Rabinak et al., 2011; Shang et al., 2014; Simmons, Norman,

Greer, 2017; Lanius, Frewen, Tursich, Jetly, & Mckinnon, 2015;

Spadoni, & Strigo, 2013; Sripada et al., 2012; Tursich et al., 2015)

Menon, 2011; Rabellino et al., 2015; Shalev, Liberzon, & Marmar,

appear to be disrupted in PTSD. These alterations extend to the func-

2017; Shang et al., 2014; Yehuda et al., 2015). In the human brain,

tioning of the CEN, where previous studies report decreased recruit-

three intrinsic connectivity networks (ICN) have been identified as

ment and functional connectivity within the CEN among patients with

central to the understanding of psychiatric illness and higher cognitive

PTSD during autobiographical memory recall (St. Jacques et al., 2013)

function (Menon, 2011): the central executive network (CEN), default

and facial emotion processing (Cisler et al., 2013), in addition to during

mode network (DMN), and salience network (SN).

working memory tasks where the DMN is recruited inappropriately

(CEN)

and

internal

self-reflective

functioning

(DMN)

The CEN is a frontoparietal and cerebellar network (centered

(Daniels et al., 2010). These alterations within the CEN are thought to

around the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [dlPFC]) that is crucial to the

underlie some of the cognitive and emotion regulatory dysfunctions

cognitive control of thought, emotion, working memory, and behavior

observed in PTSD (Akiki et al., 2017; Frewen, Brown, Steuwe, &

(Akiki et al., 2017; Habas et al., 2009; Koechlin & Summerfield, 2007;

Lanius, 2015; Lanius et al., 2015; McKinnon et al., 2016; Shalev et al.,

Miller & Cohen, 2001; Petrides, 2005; Seeley et al., 2007). The DMN,

2017). Finally, studies examining the intrinsic functional connectivity

which consists of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), ventromedial

of the DMN among patients with PTSD at rest reveal broadly

prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), hippocampus, and cortical midline/parietal

decreased coupling between the PCC, vmPFC, and other DMN struc-

structures, is active predominantly at rest and is critical to autobio-

tures (Bluhm et al., 2009; Chen & Etkin, 2013; Kennis et al., 2015;

graphical self-referential processing, emotion regulation, social cogni-

Miller et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2012; Shang et al., 2014; Sripada et al.,

tion, and future-oriented thinking (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, &

2012), often in significant association with PTSD symptoms (Birn

Schacter, 2008; Greicius, Krasnow, Reiss, & Menon, 2003; Qin &

et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2014; Lanius, Bluham, et al., 2010; Tursich

Northoff, 2011; Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2008). Finally, the SN is

et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2012; but also see pediatric PTSD, Patriat

anchored by the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), insula, and

et al., 2016). In addition, aberrant connectivity within the DMN has

the amygdala and is involved in the detection of personally salient

been associated with PTSD symptoms during facial emotion proces-

internal and external stimuli to direct behavior/arousal; it also plays a

sing (Cisler et al., 2013) and autobiographical memory recall

key role in interoceptive processing (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Seeley

(St. Jacques et al., 2013). In conjunction with ICNs, key subcortical

et al., 2007; Sridharan, Levitin, & Menon, 2008). Critically, not only

nodes, such as the amygdala, are shown repeatedly to be dysregu-

have the activation and the recruitment of these ICNs been shown to

lated in PTSD, where the majority of patients with PTSD exhibit

be aberrant in PTSD, but also these changes have been related to the

amygdala hyperactivation and altered functional connectivity to key

psychopathology and symptom presentation of the disorder, including

ICN hubs, including the dlPFC, insula, dACC, and PCC (Aghajani

cognitive dysfunction (CEN) (Block et al., 2017; Cisler, Steele,

et al., 2016; Birn et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2014; Bruce et al., 2013;

Smitherman, Lenow, & Kilts, 2013; St. Jacques, Kragel, & Rubin,

Etkin & Wager, 2007; Fonzo et al., 2010; Hopper, Frewen, van der

2013), altered self-referential processing (DMN) (Bluhm et al., 2009;

Kolk, Lanius, 2007; Nicholson et al., 2015; Nicholson, Sapru, et al.,

Daniels et al., 2010), and dysregulated arousal/interoceptive proces-

2016; Patel, Spreng, Shin, & Girard, 2012; Pitman et al., 2012; Rabi-

sing (SN) (Akiki et al., 2017; Birn, Patriat, Phillips, Germain, & Herringa,

nak et al., 2011; Shalev et al., 2017; Shin & Liberzon, 2010; Sripada,

2014; Cisler et al., 2014; Daniels et al., 2010; Fonzo et al., 2013;

King, Garfinkel, et al., 2012; Stevens et al., 2013; Yehuda

Kennis, Rademaker, van Rooij, Kahn, & Geuze, 2015; Lanius et al.,

et al., 2015).

2015; Menon, 2011; Qin et al., 2012; Rabellino et al., 2015; Shang
et al., 2014; Tursich et al., 2015; Yehuda et al., 2015).

Observations of these altered patterns of neural functioning
within patients with PTSD have driven efforts to develop novel
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treatment interventions that target the functioning of intrinsic net-

2 | METHODS

works (Lanius et al., 2015). Notably, EEG-neurofeedback (EEG-NFB)
targeting cortical alpha oscillations was shown to plastically alter con-

2.1 | Participants

nectivity within the SN and DMN (Kluetsch et al., 2014; Ros et al.,
2013), while also normalizing amygdala functional connectivity
(Nicholson et al., 2016), in association with acute symptom decreases
among PTSD patients (Kluetsch et al., 2014). Real-time fMRI neurofeedback (rt-fMRI-NFB) is a similar form of neurofeedback that allows
the recipient to modulate neural activation, but using BOLD fMRI signal (Brühl et al., 2014; Keynan et al., 2016; Paret et al., 2014; Paret
et al., 2016; Paret et al., 2016; Young et al., 2014; Young, Siegle,
Zotev, Phillips, & Misaki, 2017; Zotev et al., 2011, 2016, 2018). In our
previous rt-fMRI-NFB proof-of-concept study in PTSD, we demonstrated that successful amygdala downregulation during symptom
provocation was associated with a normalization of activity within the
prefrontal cortex; here, prefrontal, insula, and anterior cingulate cortex
activation was correlated negatively to PTSD symptoms and the
amygdala displayed bi-directional effective connectivity to the dlPFC
during neurofeedback regulation (Nicholson et al., 2016). In healthy
individuals, the functional connectivity of ICNs has been shown to be
enhanced via dlPFC based rt-fMRI-NFB training, where most of the
observed changes implicated the insula/SN, suggesting that the insula
plays a critical role in the organization of ICN during neurofeedback
regulation (Zhang, Yao, Shen, Yang, & Zhao, 2015). Elsewhere, direct
amygdala regulation via rt-fMRI-NFB has been shown to affect activation in CEN prefrontal areas involved in emotion regulation, as well as
enhance amygdala-PFC connectivity (Koush et al., 2013; Paret et al.,
2014; Paret, Kluetsch, et al., 2016; Zotev et al., 2011) and SN
amygdala-rostral ACC coupling (Zotev et al., 2011) as compared to

The sample consisted of 14 patients with PTSD (see Table 1 for
demographic and clinical characteristics of the study sample), where
an analysis on a portion of the sample (n = 10) had been published
previously in our proof-of-concept rt-fMRI-NFB study (Nicholson,
Rabellino, et al., 2016). Exclusion criteria for participants with PTSD
included: noncompliance with 3 T fMRI safety standards, a history of
head injury with loss of consciousness, significant untreated medical
illness, neurological disorders, pervasive developmental disorders, and
pregnancy. Further clinical exclusion criteria for PTSD patients
included a history of bipolar disorder or schizophrenia, and alcohol or
substance dependence/abuse not in sustained full remission within
6 months prior to participation in the study. Participants were
assessed using the DSM-IV Structured Clinical Interview (SCID) (First
et al., 1997), the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS-5)
(Weathers et al., 2013), Beck's Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck et al.,
1997), the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) (Bernstein et al.,
2003), and the Multiscale Dissociation Inventory (MDI) (Briere
et al., 2005). In addition, to assess state changes in PTSD symptoms,
participants completed the Response to Script Driven Imagery (RSDI)
Scale (Hopper et al., 2007) after each of the four fMRI runs (Table 1),
which consisted of the following subscales: dissociation, hyperarousal,
avoidance, and reliving. All scanning took place at the Lawson Health
Research Institute in London, Ontario, Canada. The research ethics
board at the University of Western Ontario approved the current
study, and all participants provided written informed consent.

sham. Notably, however, dynamics of the three main ICNs during
amygdala downregulation via rt-fMRI-NFB have not yet been examined in PTSD.

TABLE 1

Demographic and clinical information

Measure

PTSD (n = 14)

Accordingly, we conducted a preliminary investigation to deter-

Age

M = 48.1  9.8

mine if downregulating the amygdala using rt-fMRI-NFB would lead

Sex

Females = 9

to plastic changes in ICNs in patients with PTSD, an effect observed

CAPS-5 Total

31.4  9.7

previously using EEG-NFB. We conducted ICN analyses on an

CTQ

56.7  23.6

expanded sample from our original proof-of-concept rt-fMRI-NFB

BDI

26.6  13.2

study (Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016) investigating task-

MDI-DENG

14.2  4.9

relatedness (recruitment of each network) during neurofeedback,

MDI-DEPR

10.5  6.4

which is indicative of a temporal correlation to the task. Collectively,

MDI-DERL

10.7  6.2

the novel contribution of the current study is the examination of

MDI-ECON

12.9  5.4

intrinsic network dynamics in patients with PTSD during amygdala

MDI-MEMD

11.6  5.4

downregulating neurofeedback. Based on previous work (Bluhm
et al., 2009; Daniels et al., 2010; Lanius et al., 2015; Rabellino et al.,
2015), we predicted that downregulating the amygdala and PTSD
emotional states during symptom provocation would lead to a concomitant decrease in task-negative ICN recruitment (i.e., DMN), as
well as an increase in executive functioning, task-positive ICN
recruitment (i.e., CEN and dlPFC) among patients with PTSD. We
also predicted increased SN recruitment during neurofeedback,
indicative of CEN/DMN modality switching and threat/defense
processing.

MDI-IDDIS

8.3  5.3

Current medication

n = 11

RSDI total run 1

13.4  6.29

RSDI total run 2

13.2  9.8

RSDI total run 3

12.1  8.6

RSDI total transfer run

11.3  8.9

CAPS = clinician administered PTSD scale; CTQ = childhood trauma questionnaire; BDI = Becks depression inventory; MDI = multiscale dissociation inventory; DENG = disengagement; DEPR = depersonalization;
DERL = derealization; ECON = emotional constriction; MEMD = memory
disturbance; IDDIS = identity dissociation; RSDI = response to script
driven imagery scale.
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2.2 | Experimental conditions, visual feedback, and
instructions
The same experimental protocol that was implemented in our previous study was used here (Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016). Specifically, patients were instructed to downregulate the feeling center of
their brain, that is, to decrease bars on the thermometer denoting activation within the bilateral amygdala. To elicit unbiased regulatory
strategies, specific instruction on how to regulate the brain region-ofinterest (ROI) was not provided (Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016;
Paret et al., 2014; Paret, Kluetsch, et al., 2016). During neurofeedback
training trials, average bilateral amygdala activation was displayed in
the form of two identical thermometers on the left and right side of
the screen inside the scanner. Here, the bars on the thermometer
increased/decreased as BOLD signal increased/decreased in the
amygdala, respectively. Patients were informed that baseline amygdala activation was denoted by the orange line on the thermometer
(Figure 1). Patients were first provided with written instructions, followed by a single trial example within the scanner.
Our neurofeedback protocol consisted of three conditions:
(a) regulate, (b) view, and (c) neutral (Figure 1). During the regulate condition, patients were asked to decrease bars on the thermometer (activity
within the amygdala) while viewing a personalized trauma word
(Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016). During the view condition, patients

cross interval (10 s). Before each run, we first collected an initial rest scan
for 18 s, where the first initial rest corresponded to the baseline rest
(henceforth called the initial baseline rest condition), and the subsequent
rest periods denote resting activation before runs 2, 3, and 4 (henceforth
called initial rest conditions). An experimental run lasted about 9 min and
consisted of 15 trials (five of each condition, counterbalanced). Critically,
personalized trauma and neutral words were selected by patients and
matched on subjective units of distress to control for between-subject
variability. These stimuli were presented with Presentation software
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Berkeley, CA).
One bar on the thermometer display corresponded to 0.2% signal
change in the amygdala, consisting of an upper activation range with a
maximum of 2.8% signal change and a lower activation range with a
maximum of 1.2% signal change (Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016;
Paret et al., 2014; Paret, Kluetsch, et al., 2016). Patients were instructed
to focus visually on the word during its entire presentation and to view
the two thermometers in their peripheral vision. Participants were also
informed of the temporal delay that would occur during neurofeedback,
corresponding to both the BOLD signal delay and real-time processing
of this neural activation. Latency of neurofeedback processing was
equal to the TR (2 s) plus the time needed for real-time calculation/
visual display by the presentation software (about half a second).
Finally, when a neurofeedback run was completed, patients were asked
to rate their perceived ability to regulate their emotion center.

were asked to respond naturally to their personalized trauma word while
not attempting to regulate amygdala activation. Similar to the view condition, neutral trials consisted of asking patients to respond naturally to personalized neutral words. Our experimental design consisted of three

2.3 | Delineation and BOLD processing of the
amygdala for real-time neurofeedback

consecutive neurofeedback training runs and one transfer run in which

In order to present real-time neurofeedback of the amygdala through

patients received the same three conditions without neurofeedback from

the thermometer display, anatomical scans were first imported

the thermometer (to assess learning effects immediately after training).

into BrainVoyager (version QX2.4, Brain Innovations, Maastrict,

Instructions were presented for 2 s before each condition; each condition

Netherlands), skull-stripped and then transformed into Talairach

lasted for 24 s and conditions were separated by an inter-trial fixation

space. Subsequently, normalization parameters were loaded into

Real-time fMRI amygdala neurofeedback experimental design. Patients with PTSD were instructed to downregulate neurofeedback
thermometer bars, denoting amygdala activation, on regulate trials only. Personalized trauma words were presented in the scanner for regulate
and view conditions, while neutral words were presented for the neutral conditions. During view and neutral conditions, patients with PTSD were
instructed to respond naturally to words, while not attempting to regulate their amygdala activation. Our experiment consisted of three
consecutive sessions of neurofeedback training, followed by one transfer run without neurofeedback immediately after. Before each condition,
there was an initial rest period [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 1
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TurboBrainVoyager (TBV) (version 3.0, Brain Innovations, Maastricht,
Netherlands). Motion correction features and spatial smoothing using
a 4-mm full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel were
implemented in TBV, and the initial two volumes of the functional
scans were discarded before real-time processing. An anatomical mask
of the bilateral amygdala was implemented with the “best voxel selection” tool in TBV to calculate the BOLD signal amplitude of the ROI.
This method identified the 33% of voxels with the highest beta-values
for the view > neutral contrast. As previously outlined by Paret
et al. (2014, 2016), the voxels were dynamically determined based on:
(a) the voxel with the largest beta value; and (b) on the magnitude of
deviation from the mean of all condition betas (Goebel, 2014; Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016). This method ensured that there were no

2.5 | Statistical analyses
2.5.1 | First-level analysis
Separate sessions were defined for each neurofeedback training run
and the transfer run, where all events (initial rest, instructions, fixation,
and conditions) were modeled as blocks of brain activation and convolved with the hemodynamic response function. At this stage, functional data was high-pass filtered and serial correlations were
accounted for using an autoregressive AR(1) model; moreover, ART
software regressors were included as nuisance variables to account
for any additional movement artifacts. The three experimental conditions (regulate, view, and neutral) were modeled separately where we
also generated the t-contrast regulate > view on the first level to
examine a priori hypotheses.

differences in the number of voxels used for signal extraction
between subjects and was used to account for moderate shifts in the
anatomical delineation due to alignment discrepancies across runs/
movement-related slice shifts. The first two trials of each neurofeed-

2.5.2 | Amygdala downregulation analysis
To examine successful downregulation of the amygdala among
patients with PTSD, we extracted parameter estimates of the left and

back run consisted of view and neutral conditions thereby allowing for

right amygdala during the regulate and the view conditions using rfx-

initial selection of amygdala voxels based on the view > neutral con-

plot software (Glascher, 2009) via anatomical definition from the

trast, which was updated dynamically throughout training as voxel

PickAtlas toolbox (Maldjian et al., 2003). Extracted values were exam-

selection was refined. For each trial, the mean of the last four data

ined in SPSS (version 24, IBM SPSS Statistics Inc., Armonk, NY), where

points before stimuli onset were taken as a baseline. The signal was

we computed both a 3 (NFB run) × 2 (condition) × 12 (2-s time bins

smoothed by calculating the mean of the current and the preceding

across the 24-s condition) randomized block analysis of variance

three data points (Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016; Paret et al.,

(ANOVA), separately for both the left and right amygdala.

2014, 2016).

As we a priori predicted amygdala activation to be lower specifically during the regulate as compared to view condition for transfer

2.4 | fMRI image acquisition and preprocessing
We utilized a 3 Tesla MRI Scanner (Trio, Siemens Medical Solutions,
Erlangen, Germany) with a 32 channel head coil for brain imaging.
Functional whole brain images of the BOLD contrast were acquired
with a gradient echo T2* weighted echo-planar-imaging sequence
(TE = 30 ms, TR = 2 s, FOV = 192 × 192 mm, flip angle = 80 , inplane resolution = 3 × 3 mm). One volume of comprised 36 ascending
interleaved slices tilted −20 from AC-PC orientation with a thickness
of 3 mm and slice gap of 1 mm. Participants' heads were stabilized.
The experimental runs comprised 284 volumes each, where

run and all neurofeedback runs, we also computed paired-sample
t tests on amygdala parameter estimates for the regulate as compared
with the view conditions during the transfer run and each NFB training
run. All paired-sample t-tests were Bonferroni corrected for multiple
comparisons. We also computed a repeated measures ANOVA to investigate how RSDI state scores fluctuate across training and
transfer runs.

2.5.3 | Independent component analysis
We performed an independent component analysis (ICA) on the rtfMRI data with all neurofeedback runs and all subjects, to identify spa-

T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired with a Magnetization

tially independent networks. ICA was performed using Group ICA

Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo sequence (TE = 3.03 ms,

Toolbox (GIFT v4.0b). Taking a data-driven approach, the Infomax

TR = 2.3 s, 192 slices and FOV = 256 × 256 mm).

algorithm was used to identify 31 independent components (ICs)

Preprocessing of the functional images was conducted with

within the data set (St. Jacques et al., 2013), following minimum

SPM12 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK).

description length (MDL) criteria. The ICA estimation was repeated

The first four volumes were discarded, and the following standard pre-

20 times through ICASSO to ensure the reliability of the components

processing routine was implemented: slice time correction to the mid-

(Himberg, Hyva, & Esposito, 2004). The reduced data were decom-

dle slice, followed by spatial alignment to the mean image using a rigid

posed into a series of spatially independent maps and their corre-

body transformation, reslicing, and coregistration of the functional

sponding time courses, which were then back reconstructed via

mean image to the anatomical. We then performed segmentation of

principal component analysis (PCA) for each subject to produce indi-

all tissue types and normalization to the Montreal Neurological Insti-

vidual spatial maps (SMs) and the power spectra of the network time

tute (MNI) standard template. Following this step, images were

courses (TCs). TCs and SMs were converted into z-scores, where the

smoothed using a 6 mm kernel FWHM. Finally, to ensure motion cor-

TCs represent the level of coherent activity within a network, and the

rection, we used the Artifact Detection Tool (ART) software package

intensities of the SMs are related to the connectivity and degree of

(www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect)

regressors

coactivation within a network. This data-driven approach was used

accounting for outlier volumes that were in addition to the six move-

instead of using raw canonical templates, as PTSD networks, espe-

ment regressors computed during standard realignment.

cially those used during cognitive self-regulation tasks, are likely

to

compute
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different from those in healthy individuals (Rabellino et al., 2015;

sorting analysis, and were also within our PTSD data-driven compo-

Shang et al., 2014; Tursich et al., 2015).

nents. We analyzed two different one-way

ANOVAs

for the contrast

regulate > view: (a) an ANOVA including only the neurofeedback training

Spatial sorting analysis: component identification

runs; and (b) an

After visually inspecting the obtained components for the presence of arti-

transfer run. Here, ROI activation was observed under p-FWE < .05,

facts, the spatial sorting function in GIFT was used to correlate the SMs of

k = 10 error protection rate at the voxelwise level (Eklund, Nichols, &

the components to standard network templates. Here, we correlated com-

Knutsson, 2016). We also conducted follow-up t-tests under the same

ponents to the CEN (left and right masks separately) and SN templates

error protection rate to observe activation during regulate trials for

from https://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html (Rabellino et al.,

neurofeedback training run 3 and the transfer run as compared to

2015; Shirer, Ryali, Rykhlevskaia, Menon, & Greicius, 2012). The DMN

neurofeedback training run 1, thus assessing effects of learning across

mask was derived from the GIFT toolbox (GIFT v4.0b). The rationale for

the training trials and transfer run.

ANOVA

including the neurofeedback training runs and

including bilateral hemispheric masks of the CEN was provided by the
Standford University standard template masks of the left and right CEN
(https://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html) (Rabellino et al., 2015;

3 | RE SU LT S

Shirer et al., 2012), as well as recent findings that suggest the left CEN is
more involved in explicit cognitive emotion regulation and language paradigms, while the right CEN is associated with implicit perceptual, somesthetic, and nociception processing (Heine et al., 2012; Laird et al., 2011;
Smith et al., 2009).

3.1 | Amygdala downregulation with neurofeedback
We found that patients with PTSD were able to significantly downregulate bilateral amygdala activation during regulate as compared to
view conditions. Broadly, amygdala parameter estimates were significantly lower for the regulate condition during all neurofeedback train-

Temporal sorting analysis

ing runs and the transfer run as compared to the view condition and

We utilized a temporal sorting analysis to identify how neurofeedback

decreased as a function of time within each run.

task-relatedness of the intrinsic network components changed as a

Specifically, regarding the right amygdala, the 3 (NFB run) × 2

function of time. For the temporal sorting analysis, we used each sub-

(NFB condition) × 12 (2-s time bins across the 24-s condition)

ject's individual design matrix from the first-level analysis in SPM12,
which modeled each condition in the experiment. Utilizing the multi-

randomized

ANOVA

yielded a significant main effect of condition

(F[1, 13] = 72.88, p < .001) and time (F[12, 156] = 2.28, p < .05) and

ple regression temporal sorting function in GIFT, the resultant beta

also a significant condition × time interaction (F[12, 156] = 5.25,

weights denoting component task-relatedness to an experimental

p < .001). For the left amygdala, the 3 (NFB run) × 2 (NFB condi-

condition were then imported into SPSS for statistical analysis. Taking

tion) × 12 (time bin) randomized

the four components that were found to be moderately correlated to
template masks (left and right CEN, DMN, and SN), we first conducted
a three-way 4 (network) × 4 (NFB condition: rest, regulate, view, and
neutral) × 4 (NFB run: 3 training runs and 1 transfer run) repeated
measures ANOVA, to evaluate an effect of network and to justify subsequent follow-up comparisons. After observing significant main effects
and interactions, we then conducted separate two-way 4 (NFB condition: rest, regulate, view, and neutral) × 4 (NFB run: three training runs

yielded a significant main

effect of condition (F[1, 13] = 34.46, p < .001) and time
(F[12, 156] = 4.11, p < .001) and also a significant condition × time
interaction (F[12, 156] = 3.28, p < .001). Then, we tested our a-priori
directional hypotheses, where we expected amygdala activation to be
lower across the transfer run and each NFB training run during the
regulate as compared to view condition. For the right amygdala, we
observed significantly lower activation during the regulate as compared
to the view condition for the first NFB training run (t[13] = −4.65,

for each network, in

p < .001), second NFB training run (t[13] = −6.05, p < .001), and third

addition to follow-up simple main effect tests and pairwise compari-

NFB training run (t[13] = −3.62, p = .003), as well as the transfer run

sons among means. If the assumption of sphericity was violated, we

(t[13] = −3.43, p = .004) (Figure 2a,c). Similarly, for the left amygdala,

and one transfer run) repeated measures

ANOVAs

ANOVA

applied a Huynh–Feldt correction to degrees of freedom. Follow-up
comparisons were justified after observing significant main effects
and interactions, where all sets of pairwise contrasts were orthogonal.

Analysis of activation within the dlPFC
Finally, we a priori hypothesized that regulating the amygdala via neurofeedback would lead to increased activation and recruitment of the

we observed significantly lower activation during the regulate as compared to view condition for the first NFB training run (t[13] = −4.54,
p = .001), second NFB training run (t[13] = −5.36, p < .001), and third
NFB training run (t[13] = −4.10, p = .001), as well as the transfer run
(t[13] = −2.94, p = .011) (Figure 2b,c). RSDI total scores did not differ
significantly across training runs and the transfer run when computing a
repeated measures ANOVA for the main effect of run.

CEN and dlPFC over training runs. Hence, we evaluated a dlPFC
region-of-interest analysis within SPM12 to observe changes in activation during neurofeedback within a central hub of the CEN (Zhang,
Zhang, Yao, & Zhao, 2015). We defined 10 mm radius spheres around

3.2 | Spatial sorting analysis: component
identification

the bilateral dlPFC (MNI coordinates: x, y, z: right = 45, 23, 38; left =

Four artifact-free components showed moderate-to-high correlations

−42, 26, 38) (Zhang, Zhang, et al., 2015). Notably, these bilateral coor-

with the predefined template networks masks: the left CEN (r = .35),

dinates were within the standard network masks used for the spatial

right CEN (r = .50), DMN (r = .40), and the SN (r = .35) (Figures 3–6).
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(a) Right amygdala parameter estimates corresponding to amygdala activation during neurofeedback training runs for the view (solid
green line) and regulate (solid red line) conditions. (b) Left amygdala parameter estimates corresponding to amygdala activation during
neurofeedback training runs for the view (solid green line) and regulate (solid red line) conditions. (c) Bilateral amygdala parameter estimates
corresponding to activation during the transfer run without neurofeedback for the view (solid green line) and regulate (solid red line) conditions.
Shaded red and green regions adjacent to the solid lines indicate standard error of the mean. Statistical thresholds corresponds to a-priori pairedsample t-tests, comparing amygdala activation during view versus regulate across the whole condition. Reg = regulate [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE 2

The left CEN component primarily covered a large prefrontal area in

consisted mainly of anterior regions in the bilateral vmPFC, lateral

the left hemisphere, including the bilateral dlPFC (superior and middle

orbitalfrontal cortex, dmPFC, and inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9, 10, 32,

PFC; Brodmann area [BA] 8, 9). The left CEN component also broadly

46, 47), as well as the right hippocampus (BA 19) and bilateral caudate

contained a right cerebellar region (crus I and VIIIB) and the left dor-

and ACC (BA 24). The SN component comprised mainly a large bilat-

somedial PFC (BA 8, 9), in addition to the bilateral amygdala, hippo-

eral region in the dACC, as well as the bilateral insula, periaqueductal

campus, insula, angular gyrus, superior, and inferior parietal lobes

gray (PAG), cerebellum (lobule V, VI), superior and middle temporal

(BA 39, 40), superior and middle temporal gyri (BA 39), cuneus (BA 17,

gyri (BA 22, 38), and the middle frontal gyrus (BA 6, 10). As expected,

18), precuneus (BA 7), supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), PCC (BA 31), thal-

the amygdala, which is classically not considered part of the CEN, was

amus, and caudate. The right CEN component primarily covered a

identified as involved in the CEN as a function of downregulating the

large prefrontal area in the right hemisphere, including bilateral dlPFC

amygdala. In addition, among PTSD patients, the CEN was correlated

(superior, middle, and inferior PFC; BA 6, 8, 9, 10, 47). The right CEN

with regions outside the normal canonical network, including the PCC

component also contained a left cerebellar region (crus I and VIIIB), as

(DMN) and the insula (SN). Taken together with the moderate correla-

well as clusters in the right dmPFC (BA 8, 9), bilateral inferior and

tion values observed with template masks, it is probable these results

superior parietal lobes (BA 7, 40), superior and middle temporal gyri

reflect abnormal network functioning and psychopathology in PTSD,

(BA 21, 38), cuneus (BA 18), precuneus (BA 7, 19), PCC (BA 23,

where previous studies examining ICNs in PTSD report similar correla-

24, 31) thalamus, caudate, and the right insula. The DMN component

tion values (Rabellino et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2014; Tursich et al.,
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2015). Alternatively, during longer resting-state scans, identified net-

follow-up comparisons demonstrated that left CEN network beta esti-

work components may not present as atypical, and instead may simply

mates from runs 3 and 4 were significantly higher than run 1 (Figure 3a).

be linked to the particular experimental conditions in question.

With regard to the condition × run interaction (Table 3, Figure 3b), simple main effects within each condition revealed that for the rest condi-

3.3 | Temporal sorting analysis
The three-way 4 (network) × 4 (NFB condition) × 4 (NFB run)
repeated measures ANOVA, revealed a main effect of network
[F(3, 39) = 22.00, p < .001], main effect of run [F(3, 39) = 6.72,
p < .001], a network × run interaction [F(9, 117) = 3.63, p < .001],
and a network × condition interaction [F(9, 117) = 4.76, p < .001], justifying the separate examination of each network.

tion, the initial rest period before runs 3 and 4 were significantly higher
than the initial baseline rest before run 1; critically, this pattern was held
for the regulate condition, in which run 4 was significantly higher than
run 1. No significant increase was found for the view and neutral conditions. For the simple main effects within runs, we found that both the
view and neutral conditions beta weights were higher than the initial
baseline rest and that view was also higher than the regulate condition;
these findings were only significant for NFB run 1.

3.3.1 | Left CEN
For the left CEN network, the 4 (NFB condition) × 4 (NFB run) repeated

3.3.2 | Right CEN

measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of NFB run, and

For the right CEN network, the 4 (NFB condition) × 4 (NFB run)

a condition × run interaction (Tables 2 and 3, Figure 3a,b). Here,

repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of

Task relatedness of the left central executive network during amygdala downregulating neurofeedback training runs and the transfer
run, for the regulate, view, and neutral conditions, as well as the initial rest. Runs 1–3 consist of neurofeedback training runs, and run 4 is the
transfer run without neurofeedback. Brain images to the right of the graph indicate areas included within the central executive network
component. Slice references are in MNI space. Beta weights denote network task-relatedness to an experimental condition. (a) The main effect of
run across neurofeedback conditions for the left central executive network. Significant differences between runs are denoted by a red
significance bar. (b) The interaction between condition and run for the left central executive network. Simple main effects: significant differences
between runs within a condition are denoted by the significance bar that is in the same color as the condition in legend. Significant differences
between conditions within a specific run are denoted by a red significance bar [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 3
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Task relatedness of the right central executive network during amygdala downregulating neurofeedback training runs and the transfer
run, for the regulate, view, and neutral conditions, as well as for the initial rest. Runs 1–3 consist of neurofeedback training runs, and run 4 is the
transfer run without neurofeedback. Brain images to the right of the graph indicate areas included within the right central executive network
component. Slice references are in MNI space. Beta weights denote network task-relatedness to an experimental condition. (a) The main effect of
condition across neurofeedback runs for the right central executive network. Significant differences between conditions are denoted by a red
significance bar Bottom. (b) The interaction between condition and run for the right central executive network. Simple main effects: significant
differences between runs within a condition are denoted by the significance bar that is in the same color as the condition in legend. Significant
differences between conditions within a specific run are denoted by a red significance bar [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE 4

condition, and a condition × run interaction (Tables 2 and 3, Figure 4a,

across conditions; however, simple main effect analyses revealed that

b). Follow-up comparisons for the main effect of condition revealed

this was only the case for the initial rest condition. Follow-up

that beta estimates during the initial rest condition were significantly

comparisons for the main effect of condition revealed that the DMN

lower than for the regulate, view, and neutral conditions. Simple main

network beta estimates were significantly higher for the view

effects within runs revealed that during run 1, right CEN recruitment

condition as compared to the initial rest and neutral conditions. Here,

was higher for the regulate, view, and neutral conditions as compared

simple main effects within runs showed that during run 1, the initial

to the initial baseline rest. Additionally, simple main effects within con-

baseline rest was significantly lower than the regulate, view, and

ditions revealed that recruitment of the right CEN generally decreased

neutral conditions, where the view condition was also higher than the

for all conditions (regulate, view, and neutral) over runs, except for the

neutral condition.

initial rest, which remained low (Table 3, Figure 4b).

3.3.3 | DMN

3.3.4 | SN

With regard to the task-relatedness of the mainly anterior DMN net-

For the dACC SN network, the 4 (NFB condition) × 4 (NFB run) repeated

work, the 4 (NFB condition) × 4 (NFB run) repeated measures

measures

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of condition and run as

Figure 6). Follow-up comparisons for the main effect of condition

well as a condition × run interaction (Tables 2 and 3, Figure 5a,b).

revealed that SN beta estimates were significantly higher for the regulate

The beta estimates for the DMN generally increased over training

and the view conditions as compared to the initial rest conditions.

ANOVA

revealed a significant main effect of condition (Table 2,
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Task relatedness of the anterior default mode network across runs during amygdala downregulating neurofeedback for the regulate,
view, and neutral conditions, as well as the initial rest. Brain images to the right of the graph indicate areas included within the default mode
network component. Slice references are in MNI space. Beta weights denote network task relatedness to an experimental condition Top. (a) The
main effect of condition across neurofeedback runs for the default mode network. Significant differences between conditions are denoted by a
red significance bar Bottom. (b) The interaction between condition and run for default mode network. Simple main effects: significant differences
between runs within a condition are denoted by the significance bar that is in the same color as the condition in legend. Significant differences
between conditions within a run are denoted by a red significance bar [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5

Analysis of activation within the dlPFC

that successful downregulation of the amygdala led to increased acti-

When investigating the one-way ANOVAs for the regulate > view con-

vation in prefrontal emotional regulation regions and to increased bi-

trasts, we found significant activation within the right dlPFC (BA 9) for

directional amygdala-PFC connectivity as a function of neurofeedback

the main effect of run across the neurofeedback training runs

training, which was negatively correlated to PTSD symptoms in the

(Table 4). We then conducted follow-up t tests under the same error

transfer run (Nicholson, Rabellino, et al., 2016). Interestingly, we have

protection rate to observe effects of learning across the training trials

also demonstrated that EEG-NFB targeting DMN-associated (alpha)

and transfer run. Here, we found significantly higher activation within

brain wave oscillations lead to plastic changes within ICNs (Kluetsch

the right dlPFC (BA 9) for training run 3 as compared to training run

et al., 2014), a finding that was further associated with a reorganiza-

1 for the contrast regulate > view (Table 5). We did not find signifi-

tion of amygdala functional connectivity away from fear processing

cantly increased activation in the transfer run as compared to run

and defense regions toward prefrontal executive functioning regions

1 for the contrast regulate > view.

(Nicholson, Ros, et al., 2016). In line with these findings, in the present
study, we provide a novel demonstration that amygdala downregula-

4 | DISCUSSION

tion with rt-fMRI-NFB also leads to a plastic modulation of ICNs
related to PTSD. Taken together, the current findings are largely con-

Our preliminary analysis found that amygdala downregulation via rt-

sistent with effects observed using EEG-based neurofeedback

fMRI-NFB was associated with plastic modulation of ICNs implicated

methods, thus supporting efforts aimed at establishing both treatment

previously in PTSD. In our earlier proof-of-concept study, we found

and construct validity for this type of intervention.
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Task relatedness of the salience network during amygdala downregulating neurofeedback training runs and the transfer run, for the
regulate, view, and neutral conditions, as well as the initial rest. Runs 1–3 consist of neurofeedback training runs, and run 4 is the transfer run
without neurofeedback. Displayed is the main effect of condition, and red significance bars indicate differences between conditions averaged
across runs. Brain images to the right of the graph indicate areas included within the salience network component. Slice references are in MNI
space. Beta weights denote network task relatedness to an experimental condition [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6

4.1 | Amygdala downregulation with neurofeedback

4.2 | Central executive network

In keeping with results from our previous work (Nicholson, Rabellino,

We found that learning to downregulate the amygdala during PTSD

et al., 2016), we observed significantly decreased amygdala activation

symptom provocation was associated with unique dynamics within

as a function of time during the regulate as compared to view condi-

the left and right CEN. Here, we observed increased recruitment of

tion for all neurofeedback training runs and the transfer run. Here, we

the left CEN as a function of neurofeedback runs. Interestingly, this

did not observe significant changes in state PTSD symptoms across

increase was only apparent for the regulate condition, and when com-

NFB training runs. Therefore, additional studies will be required to

paring the initial baseline rest to the initial rest period at runs 3 and

assess the effects of repeated sessions of rt-fMRI-NFB on PTSD

4. In addition, we observed decreased recruitment of the right CEN

symptomatology. Critically, future comparisons to secondary/control

across runs for all conditions (regulate, view, and neutral) except for

neurofeedback regions are also urgently needed to establish site spe-

the initial rest condition, which remained low. This suggests that neu-

cific effects of neurofeedback.

rofeedback during PTSD symptom provocation is associated with

TABLE 2

Temporal sorting analysis—main effects for the 4 (condition) × 4 (run) repeated measures ANOVAs

Component

4 (condition) × 4 (run)
ANOVA

ANOVA main effect
statistic

Pairwise comparisons/
simple main effects

p value

Left CEN

Main effect of run

F(3, 39) = 4.90, p = .006

Run 4 > run 1

<.005

Run 3 > run 1

<.05

Right CEN

DMN

Main effect of condition

ns

Main effect of run

ns

Main effect of condition

*F(1.36, 17.68) = 6.36, p < .01

Main effect of run

Main effect of condition

SN

F(3, 39) = 3.10, p = .039

*F(1.74, 22.54) = 3.69, p < .05

Main effect of run

ns

Main effect of condition

F(3, 39) = 6.91, p = .001

Regulate > rest

<.05

View > rest

<.05

Neutral > rest

<.001

Run 1 < run 2

<.05

Run 1 < run 3

<.05

Run 1 < run 4

<.05

View > rest

<.05

View > neutral

<.005

Regulate > rest

<.005

View > rest

<.05

Main effect and follow-up comparison results for the 4 Condition × 4 Run repeated measures ANOVA. Runs 1–3 consist of amygdala downregulation neurofeedback training runs, and run 4 is the transfer run without neurofeedback. Asterisks indicate ANOVAS where assumptions of sphericity were violated
and a Huynh–Feldt correction was applied. CEN = central executive network; DMN = default mode network; SN = salience network.
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Temporal sorting analysis—interactions and simple main effects for the 4 (condition) × 4 (run) repeated measures ANOVAs

Component analysis

4 (condition) × 4 (run)
ANOVA interaction statistic

Simple main effect

Left CEN

F(5.11, 66.64) = 2.81, p < .05*

Conditions

Runs

Right CEN

F(4.20, 54.63) = 2.84, p < .05*

Condition

Runs

DMN

F(5.43, 70.60) = 3.97, p = .002

p value

Run 1 < run 4

<.01

Run 1 < run 3

<.01

Regulate

Run 1 < run 4

<.01

View

ns

Neutral

ns

Run 1

Regulate < view

<.05

View > rest

<.005

Neutral > rest

<.005

Run2

ns

Run 3

ns

Run 4

ns

Rest

ns

Regulate

Run 2 > run 4

<.01

Run 3 > run 4

<.05

View

Run 1 > run 4

<.05

Neutral

Run 1 > run 3

<.05

Run 1 > run 4

<.001

Run 2 > run 4

<.05

Run 1

Conditions

Runs

SN

Pairwise comparison
Rest

Run 3 > run 4

<.05

Regulate > rest

<.05

View > rest

<.005

Neutral > rest

<.005

Run 2

ns

Run 3

ns

Run 4

ns

Rest

Run 1 < run 2

<.01

Run 1 < run 3

<.01

Run 1 < run 4

<.01

Regulate

ns

View

ns

Neutral

ns

Run 1

Rest < regulate

<.005

Rest < view

<.005

Rest < neutral

<.005

View > neutral

<.05

Run 2

ns

Run 3

ns

Run 4

ns

ns

Interaction and follow-up comparison results for the 4 Condition × 4 Run repeated measures ANOVA. Runs 1–3 consist of amygdala downregulation neurofeedback training runs, and run 4 is the transfer run without neurofeedback. Asterisks indicate ANOVAS where assumptions of sphericity were violated
and a Huynh–Feldt correction was applied. CEN = central executive network; DMN = default mode network; SN = salience network.

recruitment of the left versus right CEN, where the CEN is typically

included regions within the amygdala, the right CEN did not, suggesting

deactivated during restful periods (hence the observation of increased

that the identified left CEN component may be more involved in learn-

left CEN recruitment over the experiment as compared to the initial

ing to specifically down regulate the amygdala during trauma provoca-

baseline rest at the beginning of the experiment, and right CEN recruit-

tion in patients with PTSD. We postulate that the observed recruitment

ment remaining low throughout). Interestingly, whereas the left CEN is

of the amygdala within the left CEN network may reflect the critical

thought to be more involved in explicit cognitive emotion regulation and

involvement of this intrinsic network in neurofeedback tasks targeting

language paradigms, the right CEN is associated with implicit perceptual,

executive functioning/regulation of the limbic system.
Here, increased recruitment of the left CEN network may serve

somesthetic, and nociception processing (Heine et al., 2012; Laird et al.,
2011; Smith et al., 2009). Notably, whereas the left CEN network

as

a

potential

mechanism

responsible

for

the

observed
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TABLE 4

One-way ANOVA for regulate > view ROI analysis
Gyrus/
sulcus

H

BA

Cluster
size

Main effect of run, across training
runs

dlPFC

R

9

44

Main effect of run, across training
runs and transfer

ns

Analysis

MNI coordinates
x

y

z

F(2, 39)/F(3, 36)

z score

p FWE

40

28

44

11.86

3.73

.020

One-way analysis of variance for the dlPFC region-of-interest analysis, corresponding to activation during regulate as compared to view condition (p-FWE < .05
voxelwise corrected, k = 10). BA = Brodmann area; FWE = family-wise error protection rate; H = hemisphere; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

downregulation of the amygdala as a function of neurofeedback

regions in the opposite hemisphere of the brain when referencing

training, as we found that recruitment of the left CEN increased

a specific hemisphere network, albeit very small relative to the domi-

over neurofeedback runs. As noted, this effect was unique to the

nant contralateral clusters, is reflective of the moderate correlations

regulate condition, as well as when comparing the initial baseline rest

scores that emerged between standard healthy template masks and

to the rests periods before runs 3 and 4. Critically, increased left

the networks identified by our ICA analysis (i.e., the left CEN including

CEN task-relatedness was not observed for the view and neutral

small clusters in the right hemisphere). Taken together, these findings

conditions, which may suggest a central role of the regulate condi-

suggest that there is not a perfect separation of central executive

tion for increasing left CEN recruitment. In addition, for the first

functioning in one hemisphere versus the other during our neurofeed-

NFB run only, recruitment of the left CEN was significantly less dur-

back task in patients with PTSD.

ing the regulate condition and initial baseline rest as compared to the

The current results support previous rt-fMRI-NFB studies investi-

view condition. This result may parallel an inappropriate initial

gating self-regulation of the amygdala when compared to sham

decrease in recruitment of executive functioning during the regulate

regions, which was shown to similarly activate regions in the PFC

condition, which in turn may represent an important neural signa-

associated with executive functioning, as well as to enhance

ture of PTSD associated with poor performance on cognitive tasks

amygdala-PFC connectivity (Koush et al., 2013; Paret et al., 2014;

(Cisler et al., 2013; Daniels et al., 2010; St. Jacques et al., 2013).

Paret, Kluetsch, et al., 2016; Zotev et al., 2011). In addition, our previ-

Importantly, this effect was reversed over neurofeedback training

ous study investigating EEG-NFB in patients with PTSD revealed that

runs, where left CEN recruitment increased for the regulate condi-

neurofeedback was also associated with increased PFC connectivity

tion in addition, since PTSD has been shown to involve inappropri-

with the amygdala that was concurrent with symptom alleviation. Our

ate recruitment of DMN regions during tasks that require executive

CEN findings are further consistent with emotion modulation models

functioning and increased CEN recruitment (Daniels et al., 2010),

of PTSD that characterize PTSD symptom manifestation as resulting

inclusion of the PCC within the PTSD left and right CENs may be

primarily from failed top-down inhibition of the PFC and rostral ACC

an indication of suboptimal cognitive functioning in PTSD before

on the amygdala in the majority of PTSD patients (Aupperle, Melrose,

neurofeedback (Akiki et al., 2017; Frewen et al., 2015; Lanius et al.,

Stein, & Paulus, 2012; Koch et al., 2016; Lanius, Vermetten, et al.,

2015; McKinnon et al., 2016; Shalev et al., 2017).

2010; Nicholson et al., 2017; Patel et al., 2012; Pitman et al., 2012).

In key support of our ICA findings, activation within the dlPFC

Indeed, PTSD hyperarousal symptoms have been correlated to nega-

was condition specific, displaying increased activation during regulate

tive medial PFC-amygdala coupling (Sadeh, Spielberg, Warren,

as compared to view conditions. Critically, this right dlPFC region was

Miller, & Heller, 2014) during PTSD emotional processing (Bruce et al.,

also part of both the left and right CEN data-driven components from

2013), and a recent dynamic casual modeling analysis by our group

our ICA analysis. Notably, the bilateral dlPFC is involved in executive

suggests that PTSD patients show bottom-up limbic effective connec-

functioning and in emotion regulation (Etkin, Büchel, & Gross, 2015).

tivity from amygdala complexes and the PAG, toward to PFC, as com-

On balance, this finding points further toward significant recruitment

pared to healthy controls and the dissociative subtype of PTSD

of emotion regulation regions, perhaps as a function of learning to

(Nicholson et al., 2017).

downregulate the amygdala during trauma triggers via neurofeedback
and, overall, supports the enhanced left CEN functioning observed in
our ICA analysis. Nonetheless, future studies should incorporate com-

4.3 | Anterior default mode network

parisons to secondary neurofeedback regions as an internal control

The rt-fMRI-NFB task was associated with stable recruitment of

necessary to confirm this hypothesis. Moreover, the inclusion of

task-negative

TABLE 5

DMN

across

the

regulate,

view,

and

neutral

Follow up t test for regulate > view
MNI coordinates

Analysis

Gyrus/sulcus

H

BA

Cluster size

x

y

z

T(14)

z score

p FWE

Run 3 > Run1

dlPFC

R

9

118

38

30

44

4.67

3.51

<.001

Transfer run > run 1

ns

Follow-up t test comparisons for the both the training and transfer + training one-way ANOVA for the dlPFC region-of-interest (p-FWE < .05 voxelwise
corrected, k = 10). BA = Brodmann area; FWE = family-wise error protection rate; H = hemisphere; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
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conditions. Furthermore, we observed increased DMN recruitment
during the initial rest conditions before NFB runs as compared to
the initial baseline rest. Studies investigating DMN intrinsic functional connectivity among patients with PTSD at rest generally
report decreased coupling between the PCC, vmPFC, and other
DMN structures (Bluhm et al., 2009; Chen & Etkin, 2013; Kennis
et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2012; Shang et al.,
2014; Sripada, King, Welsh, et al., 2012), where aberrant DMN
functioning has been associated with PTSD symptom presentation

4.4 | Salience network
Finally, rt-fMRI-NFB was associated with increased SN recruitment
during the regulate and view conditions as compared to the initial rest
conditions. Indeed, the SN and anterior insula are thought to mediate
modality switching between DMN autobiographical self-reflective functioning, and CEN externally oriented attention and higher order cognitive processes (Menon & Uddin, 2010; Seeley et al., 2007; Sridharan
et al., 2008). Critically, this anterior insula/SN switching function

(Birn et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2014; Lanius, Vermetten, et al., 2010;

(Daniels et al., 2010) as well as the functional connectivity of the ante-

Tursich et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2012; but also see pediatric PTSD,

rior insula with the amygdala and other SN regions (Birn et al., 2014;

Patriat et al., 2016). In addition, altered connectivity within the

Cisler et al., 2013; 2014; Fonzo et al., 2013; Nicholson, Sapru, et al.,

DMN has also been associated with PTSD symptoms during facial

2016; Rabinak et al., 2011; Shang et al., 2014; Simmons et al., 2013; Sri-

emotion processing (Cisler et al., 2013) and autobiographical mem-

pada, King, Garfinkel, et al., 2012; Tursich et al., 2015) has been shown

ory recall (St. Jacques et al., 2013). The current results suggest a

to be aberrant in PTSD. Hence, increased SN network recruitment dur-

stabilized task-negative DMN in PTSD, as recruitment significantly

ing regulate conditions may represent an underlying normalization/

increased over runs for the initial rest conditions. Recruitment during

switching function associated with the observed increase in left CEN

the view condition was significantly higher as compared to the initial

recruitment while patients are self-regulating. Zhang, Yao, et al.’s (2015)

baseline rest and neutral conditions, where specifically during run 1 the

finding that the insula plays a critical role in the reorganization of func-

initial baseline rest condition was significantly lower as compared to all

tional connectivity among the three ICNs during dlPFC rt-fMRI-NFB

other conditions. This may be indicative of a preliminary suppressed

provides additional support for this hypothesis. Furthermore, increased

resting DMN during the initial baseline rest and neutral trials at the

SN activation during the regulate and view conditions most likely repre-

beginning of the experiment, characteristic of PTSD patients (Bluhm

sents increased threat/defense processing during trauma word presen-

et al., 2009; Chen & Etkin, 2013; Kennis et al., 2015; Miller et al.,

tation, as the SN is involved in the detection of personally salient

2017; Qin et al., 2012; Shang et al., 2014; Sripada, King, Welsh, et al.,

stimuli to direct behavior/arousal and also plays a key role in interocep-

2012). Interestingly, patients with PTSD often inappropriately recruit

tive processing (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Seeley et al., 2007; Sridharan

the DMN instead of the CEN when executive functioning is required,

et al., 2008), where critically, we do not observe this effect for the neu-

as compared to healthy controls (Daniels et al., 2010). Here, our

tral condition. Hence, increased SN recruitment may also reflect

observation of no significant increases in DMN recruitment during the

salience processing of the trauma words, where a stronger increase dur-

regulate condition may represent a shift away from self-referential/

ing the regulate conditions may also reflect salience of the feedback.

autobiographical memory processing toward more adaptive CEN functioning to regulate the limbic system during symptom provocation,
where typically we would expect to see increased DMN recruitment
during cognitive tasks in PTSD (i.e., increased recruitment during the
regulate as compared to neutral condition) (Daniels et al., 2010). Provocatively, this characteristic signature of PTSD was not observed during this fMRI neurofeedback task.
Providing

additional

support

for

neurofeedback

altering

amygdala-DMN circuitry, we have shown that decreasing DMNassociated brain waves in PTSD patients using EEG-neurofeedback
leads to a normalization of amygdala resting-state functional connectivity away from fear processing and defensive regions toward executive functioning and emotion regulation PFC regions (Nicholson,
Ros, et al., 2016). Notably, our DMN network comprised mainly

Similarly, we have also shown that normalizing DMN-associated
(alpha) brain wave oscillations in PTSD patients via EEG-NFB leads to
increased insula/SN connectivity (Kluetsch et al., 2014) and a shift in
amygdala connectivity from the PAG and hippocampus toward emotion regulation regions associated with executive functioning
(Nicholson, Ros, et al., 2016). Interestingly, the SN network was found
to include the PAG, a midbrain region involved in defense (fight-orflight) and emotional coping responses (Bandler, Keay, Floyd, & Price,
2000; Linnman, Moulton, Barmettler, Becerra, & Borsook, 2012). The
PAG displays exacerbated resting-state functional connectivity among
PTSD patients, which is thought to be indicative of increased defensive, threat, and fight-or-flight processing (Harricharan et al., 2016;
Thome et al., 2016) and may support SN changes in threat-sensitivity

anterior regions, where it is likely that posterior regions such as the

circuits contributing to the hypervigilance and hyperarousal symptoms

PCC that are missing from the DMN component are being incorpo-

in PTSD (Lanius et al., 2015). Moreover, the dACC has been shown to

rated by the malfunctioning CEN in PTSD, as mentioned above.

be hyperactive in PTSD (Akiki et al., 2017; Patel et al., 2012) with

Interestingly, Tursich et al. (2015) found that decreased connectivity

increased coupling within the SN during threat processing (Rabellino

within the anterior DMN as well as decreased connectivity between

et al., 2015). Here, designs incorporating repeated session of neuro-

the anterior and posterior DMN was related to depersonalization/

feedback are needed to investigate if successful amygdala downregu-

derealization symptoms in PTSD. Hence, comparisons to control

lation can also decrease SN activation observed in the regulate

groups as well as to dissociative subtype PTSD patients, who exhibit

condition. Taken together, our results indicate increased SN recruit-

additional symptoms of hypoarousal, emotional numbing/detachment,

ment during the regulate and view conditions as compared to initial

and depersonalization/derealization (APA, 2013), are warranted in

rest conditions, which may be indicative of CEN modality switching,

future studies.

adaptive learning, and increasing threat/defense processing in PTSD.
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4.5 | Limitations and future directions
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Limitations of our preliminary analysis include a small sample size,
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and lack of control groups that allow us to compare ICN architecture
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between PTSD patients and healthy individuals. It would be interest-
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ing to address regulating ICNs directly as well as target regulation
within key ICN hubs (i.e., the PFC, PCC, and insula) in future studies.
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